Flat Frame
The Details:
Please check the details to make sure the frame you need is a flat frame.
If your existing frame only has face on the wall and has no
lips / raised edges or returns, it is a Flat Frame.
Our Flat Frames are made in the traditional, double layered
Method. We start with a mild steel backing plate and then
Cover or wrap with the finishing material i.e. Stainless steel/Brass/
Copper wrapping round the edges. The corners are mitred for
A nice smooth finish with no cut edges on show. Both layers
Together are approx.3-4mm thick.
Pictured is the top corner section of a frame from the back to show this
wrapping technique

HOW TO MEASURE A FLAT FRAME

A Internal width
B internal height

Face size
Normally the face
measurements are
identical on all 3 sides,
however you can
request different face
sizes for the top or the
legs. Just add your
requirements to the
special Instructions
section on the order
form. For example: you
might want a 60mm
top face and 50mm
Leg faces. Use the
largest face size when
calculating your price.

A little Tip:
Internal Measurements
If you have measured an
existing frame that you
need us to copy that is
clear & simple.
However, if you have
measured the opening
in your wall and need a
frame to finish it off, you
may want to think about
bringing the internal
measurements of the
frame in a few mm, just
to hide the edges of
your opening.

IF YOU PREFER TO
EMAIL US A SKETCH
PLEASE USE THIS
TEMPLATE

FLAT FRAME
SKETCH

Face size ?
A Internal width

B internal height

FIXING YOUR FLAT FRAME
We can offer 2 options:

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

If you don’t need to remove your frame once it’s in
situ , we can provide heat resistant adhesive to simply
glue in place.

If you need to remove your frame from time, we can
provide self adhesive metal strips to attach behind the
frame plus magnets to connect the frame

Self Adhesive Steel Strips

Magnets on Back of Frame

